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Boundary Elements XXIII. Edited by D.E. Beskos, C.A. Brebbia, J.T. Katsikadelis and G.D. Manolis. WIT 
Press, Southampton, U.K. (2001). 496 pages. $269.00. 
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Preface. Section 1. Fracture mechanics and fatigue. Interaction between elliptic hole and crack in thin plate 
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tunnel fact burst (P. Proch£zka). A direct time domain BEM-FEM scheme for soil-structure interaction problems 
(D.C. Rizos, J. Wang and D.L. Karabalis). Semi-analytic subsidence prediction (P.A. Fokker). Section 4. Dynam- 
ics and vibrations. Transient dynamic response of 3-D elastoplastic structures by the D/BEM (G.D. Hatzigeorgiou 
and D.E. Beskos). Nonlinear dynamic analysis of heterogeneous orthotropic membranes by the analog method 
(J.T. Katsikadelis and G.C. Tsiatas). Application of boundary element method in frequency response functions of 
concrete gravity dams (V. Lotfi). Structural dynamics using Gaussian mass matrix (Y.F. Rashed). Section 5. Elec- 
trostatics and electromagnetics. Indirect linear equation solvers for magnetostatics boundary element formulations 
(Z. Fang, M.S. Ingber and M.J. Martinez). Plane wave coupling to finite length cables buried in a lossy ground 
(D. Poljak, I. Gizdic and V. Roje). Hybridization of a boundary element method with the finite element method 
in electromagnetics (C.A. Balanis, A.C. Polycarpou, M.N. Vouvakis and C.R. Birtcher). Section 6. Fluid flow. 
A field-panel approach for transonic flow calculations about 3D configuration (D. Fokin, L. Gebhardt, Th. Lutz 
and S. Wagner). A boundary element method for time domain analysis of nonlinear fluid sloshing (Y. Zang, 
A. Nestegaard and A. Braathen). Time-dependent fundamental solution in Green element calculations of nonlin- 
ear unconfined flow (A.E. Taigbenu). Measuring the properties of multiphase fluid using the BEM (A.A. Mam- 
moli). Prediction of radiated noise from a fan over an absorbing surface (P.N. Liang). Section 7. Applications 
in optimisation. Genetic algorithm for shape optimization of acoustic scattering bodies (E. Divo, M. Ingber and 
A.J. Kassab). Optimization of an insulating support in three-dimensional g s insulated systems (B. Techaumnat, 
S. Hamada, T. Takuma and T. Kawamoto). Section 8. Dual reciprocity method and basic functions. Towards 
a mesh-free computation of transport phenomena (B. Sarler). Dual reciprocity BEM for free vibration analysis 
of anistropic solids (M. KSgl and L. Gaul). Application of radial basis functions on dual reciporocity BEM for 
dynamic analysis of pierced shear walls (S. Mehraeen and A. Norzad). DRBEM simulation of radionuclide trans- 
port near nuclear waste repository (J. Perko and B. Sarler). MD-DRM mass conservative interpolation for the 
solution of non-linear viscous flow problems (W.F. Florez and H. Power). BEM-RBF approach for viscoelastic 
flow analysis (T. Tran-Cong, N. Mai-Duy and N. Phan-Thien). Section 9. Wave propagation problems. A BEM 
approach to SH-wave motion in a random continuum (G. Manolis and C.Z. Karakostas). Scalar wave propagation 
in 2-D: A BEM formulation based on the operational quadrature method (A.I. Abreu R., J.A.M. Carter and 
W.J. Mansur). 3D wave propagation i the presence of an infinite cylindrical solid submerged in a fluid medium 
(A. Pereira, A. Tadeu and J. AntSnio). Boundary element analysis of large amplitude of water motion of incident 
waves against permeable submerged breakwaters (M. Kanoh, H. Okuzono, T. Kuroki and H. Power). 3D cross-hole 
wave scattering via the BEM (A. Tadeau, L. Godhinho and P. Santos). Section 10. Advanced formulations. A
meshless local boundary integral equation method in thermoelasticity (J. Sladek and V. Sladek). Estimation of 
boundary derivatives by Trefftz method and its application to sloshing phenomenon (E. Kita, Y. Ikeda, J. Kat- 
suragawa nd N. Kamiya). Domain decomposition approaches to the boundary element method (A.J. Davies). 
An extension of the boundary element method in orthotropic materials for multiply connected regions (N. Ka- 
dioglou and S. Ataoglu). Pickup and stripping nuclear eactions by three-dimensional boundary element method 
(R. Kawamura nd M. Nakano). Section 11. Computational techniques. A simple error indicator and adaptive 
algorithm for 2D elastic BEM (H.B. Chen and E. Schnack). Gauss quadrature method using wavelet basis as a 
weighting function for boundary element analysis (K. Abe and K. Koro). Boundary flux reconstruction for narrow 
band TLC applications (E. Divo and A.J. Kassab). Determination f optimal threshold for matrix compression i  
wavelet BEM (K. Koro and K. Abe). Definition of two-dimensional condensation via BEM (N. Sim5es, F. Branco 
and A. Tadeu). Author index. 
Stream Processor Architecture. By Scott Rixner. Kluwer Academic, Boston. (2002). 120 pages. $98.00, 
EUR 107.00, GBP 68.00. 
Contents: 
Foreword. Acknowledgments. 1. Introduction. 2. Background. 3. Media processing applications. 4.The imagine 
stream processor. 5. Data bandwidth ierarchy. 6. Memory access cheduling. 7. Conclusions. References. Index. 
Beowulf Cluster Computinq with Windows. Edited by Thomas Sterling. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2002). 
445 pages. $39.95. 
Contents: 
Series foreword. Foreword. Preface. 1. Introduction (Thomas Sterling). I. Enabling technologies. 2  An overview 
of cluster computing (Thomas Sterling). 3. Node hardware (Thomas Sterling). 4. Windows 2000 (David Solomon). 
5. Network hardware (Thomas Sterling). 6. Windows 2000 networking (Mark Russinovich). 7. Setting up clusters: 
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Installation and configuration (David Lifka). 8. How fast is my Beowulf? (David Bailey). II. Parallel programming. 
9. Parallel programming with MPI (William Gropp and Ewing Lusk). 10. Advanced topics in MPI programming 
(William Gropp and Ewing Lusk). 11. Parallel programming with PVM (Al Geist and Stephen Scott). 12. Fault- 
tolerant and adaptive programs with PVM (A1 Geist and Jim Kohl). III. Managing clusters. 13. Cluster workload 
management (James Patton). 14. Condor: A distributed job scheduler (Todd Tannenbaum, Derek Wright, Karen 
Miller and Miron Livny). 15. Maui scheduler: A multifunction cluster scheduler (David B. Jackson). 16. PBS: 
Portable batch system (James Patton Jones). 17. MPI Software Technology, Inc., Cluster CoNTroller (David 
Lifka). 18. Cornell Theory Center (David Lifka). 19. Conclusions (Thomas Sterling). A. Glossary of terms. 
B. Annotated reading list. C. Annotated URLs. References. Index. 
Beowulf Cluster Computinq with Linux. Edited by Thomas Sterling. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2002). 
496 pages. $39.95. 
Contents: 
Series foreword. Foreword. Preface. 1. Introduction (Thomas Sterling). I. Enabling technologies. 2. An 
overview of cluster computing (Thomas Sterling). 3. Node hardware (Thomas Sterling). 4. Linux (Peter H. 
Beckman). 5. Network hardware (Thomas Sterling). 6. Network software (Thomas Sterling). 7. Setting up 
clusters: Installation and configuration (Thomas Sterling and Daniel Savarese). 8. How fast is my Beowulf? 
(David Bailey). II. Parallel programming. 9. Parallel programming with MPI (William Gropp and Ewing Lusk). 
10. Advanced topics in MPI programming (William Gropp and Ewing Lusk). 11. Parallel programming with PVM 
(Al Geist and Stephen Scott). 12. Fault-tolerant and adaptive programs with PVM (Al Geist and Jim Kohl). 
III. Managing clusters. 13. Cluster workload management (James Patton Jones, David Lifka, Bill Nitzberg and 
Todd Tannenbaum). 14. Condor: A distributed job scheduler (Todd Tannenbaum, Derek Wright, Karen Miller 
and Miron Livny). 15. Maui scheduler: A multifunction cluster scheduler (David B. Jackson). 16. PBS: Portable 
batch system (James Patton Jones). 17. PVFS: Parallel virtual file system (Walt Ligon and Rob Ross). 18. Chiba 
City: The Argonne scalable cluster (Remy Evard). 19. Conclusions (Thomas Sterling). A. Glossary of terms. 
B. Annotated reading list. C. Annotated URLs. References. Index. 
Information Arts: Intersections of Art, Science, and Technoloqy. By Stephen Wilson. The MIT Press, Cam- 
bridge, MA. (2002). 945 pages. $49.95. 
Contents: 
Selected artists. Selected technologies. Series foreword. Foreword by Joel Slayton. Preface. 1. Introduc- 
tion, methodology, definitions, and theoretical overview. 2. Biology: Microbiology, animals and plants, ecology, 
and medicine and the body. 3. Physics, nonlinear systems, nanotechnology, materials cience, geology, astron- 
omy, space science, global positioning system, and cosmology. 4. Algorithms, mathematics, fractals, genetic art, 
and artificial life. 5. Kinetics, sound installations, and robots. 6. Telecommunications. 7. Digital information 
systems/computers. 8. Resources. Appendixes. A. Methodology. B. Books for further inquiry. Name index. 
Subject index. 
The Oriqins of Theoretical Population Genetics. By William B. Provine. The University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, IL. (1971). 211 pages. $17.00, £11.00. 
Contents: 
Introduction. 1. Darwin's theory of natural selection: The reaction. Darwin's theory. The reaction. Thomas H. 
Huxley and "Natura non facit saltum". Francis Galton, regression, and discontinuous evolution. 2. Background to 
the conflict between Mendelians and biometricians. Karl Pearson: A sketch of his early life. Weldon, Pearson, and 
biometry. William Bateson and discontinuous evolution. The public controversies. The Cineraria controversy. The 
struggle over the evolution committee. 3. The conflict between Mendelians and biometricians. The homotyposis 
controversy. The mutation theory. Inheritance in peas. Heredity in mice. Mendelism and biometry. Meeting of the 
British association, 1904. Coat color in horses. The effects of the conflict. 4. Darwinian selection: The controversy, 
1900-1918. The argument against darwinian selection. Wilhelm Johannsen's pure line theory. Criticism of 
Johannsen's pure line theory. Herbert Spencer Jennings and pure lines. Raymond Pearl and pure lines. Criticism 
of the pure line theory. The proof and explanation of the effectiveness of selection. William Ernest Castle and 
selection theory. The multiple factor theory. Thomas Hunt Morgan and variation for evolution. Oenothera 
mutants. Pure line theory and selection. Morgan's theory of evolution. Castle and the selection problem. 
5. Population genetics: The synthesis of Mendelism, Darwinism, and biometry. Exploration of the mathematical 
consequences of Mendelian heredity before 1918. Ronald Alymer Fisher. Sewall Wright. J. B. S. Haldane. 
Conclusions. Appendix: Galton, Pearson, and the law of ancestral heredity. Bibliography. Afterword. Index. 
Learninq Kernel Classifiers: Theory and Alqorithms. By Ralf Herbrich. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2002). 
364 pages. $40.00. 
Contents: 
Series Foreword. Preface. 1. Introduction. 1.1. The learning problem and (statistical) inference. 1.1.1. Su- 
pervised learning. 1.1.2. Unsupervised learning. 1.1.3. Reinforcement learning. 1.2. Learning kernel classifiers. 
1.3. The purposes of learning theory. 
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I. Learning algorithms. 2. Kernel classifiers from a machine learning perspective. 2 1. Learning by risk minimiza- 
tion. 2.2.1. The (primal) perceptron algorithm. 2.2.2. Regularized risk factors. 2.3. Kernels and linear classifiers. 
2.3.1. The kernel technique. 2.3.2. Kernel families. 2.3.3. The representer theorem. 2.4. Support vector classifica- 
tion learning. 2.4.1. Maximizing the margin. 2.4.2. Soft margins--Learning with training error. 2.4.3. Geometrical 
viewpoints on margin maximization. 2.4.4. The v-trick and other variants. 2.5. Adaptive margin machines. 
2.5.1. Assessment of learning algorithms. 2.5.2. Leave-one-out machines. 2.5.3. Pitfalls of minimizing a leave-one- 
out bound. 2.5.4. Adaptive margin machines. 2.6. Bibliographical remarks. 3. Kernel classifiers from a Bayesian 
perspective. 3.1. The Bayesian framework. 3.1.1. The power of conditioning on data. 3.2. Gaussian processes. 
3.2.1. Bayesian linear regression. 3.2.2. From regression to classification. 3.3. The relevance vector machine. 
3.4. Bayes point machines. 3.4.1. Estimating the Bayes point. 3.5. Fisher discriminants. 3.6. Bibliographical re- 
marks. 
II. Learning theory. 4. Mathematical models of learning. 4.1. Generative vs. discriminative models. 4.2. PAC and 
VC frameworks. 4.2.1. Classical PAC and VC analysis. 4.2.2. Growth function and VC dimension. 4.2.3. Struc- 
tural risk minimization. 4.3. The luckiness framework. 4.4. PAC and VC frameworks for real-valued classifiers. 
4.4.1. VC dimensions for real-valued function classes. 4.4.2. The PAC margin bound. 4.4.3. Robust margin 
bounds. 4.5. Bibliographical remarks. 5. Bounds for specific algorithms. 5.1. The PAC-Bayesian framework. 
5.1.1. PAC-Bayesian bounds for Bayesian algorithms. 5.1.2. A PAC-Bayesian margin bound. 5.2. Compression 
bounds. 5.2.1. Compression schemes and generalization error. 5.2.2. On-line learning and compression schemes. 
5.3. Algorithmic stability bounds. 5.3.1. Algorithmic stability for regression. 5.3.2. Algorithmic stability for 
classification. 5.4. Bibliographical remarks. 
III. Appendices. A. Theoretical background and basic inequalities. A.1. Notation. A.2. Probability theory. 
A.2.1. Some results for random variables. A.2.2. Families of probability measures A.3. Functional analysis and 
linear algebra. A.3.1. Covering, packing and entropy numbers. A.3.2. Matrix algebra. A.4. Ill-posed problems. 
A.5. Basic inequalities. A.5.1. General (in)equalities. A.5.2. Large deviation bounds. B. Proofs and derivations-- 
Part I. B.1. Functions of kernels. B.2. Efficient computation of the substring kernel. B.2.2. Efficient computation 
of the subsequenee k rnel. B.3. Representer theorem. B.4. Convergence of the perceptron B.5. Convex opti- 
mization problems of support vector machines. B.5.1. Hard margin SVM. B.5.2. Linear soft margin loss SVM. 
B.5.3. Quadratic soft margin loss SVM. B.5.4. v-linear margin loss SVM. B.6. Leave-one-out bound fur kernel clas- 
sifters. B.7. Laplace approximation for Gaussian processes. B.7.1. Maximization of fTm+l iX=x,Zm=z. B.7.2. Com- 
putation of ]E. B.7.3. Stabilized Gaussian process classification. B.8. Relevance vector machines. B.8.1. Derivative 
of the evidence w.r.t. 8. B.8.2. Derivative of the evidence w.r.t, a 2. B.8.3. Update algorithms for maximizing the 
evidence. B.8.4. Computing the log-evidence. B.8.5. Maximization of fWlZm=z. B.9. A derivation of the opera- 
tion ~]~,. B.10. Fisher linear discriminant. C. Proofs and derivations--Part II. C.1. VC and PAC generalization 
error bounds. C.1.1. Basic lemmas. C.1.2. Proof of theorem 4.7. C.2. Bound on the growth function. C.3. Luck- 
iness bound. C.4. Empirical VC dimension luckiness. C.5. Bound on the fat shattering dimension. C.6. Margin 
distribution bound. C.7. The quantifier eversal lemma. C.8. A PAC-Bayesian Marin bound. C.8.1. Balls in 
version space. C.8.2. Volume ratio theorem. C.8.3. A volume ratio bound. C.8.4. Bollmann's lemma. C.9. Algo- 
rithmic stability bounds. C.9.1. Uniform stability of functions minimizing a regularized risk. C.9.2. Algorithmic 
stability bounds. D. Psuedocodes. D 1. Perceptron algorithm. D.2. Support vector and adaptive margin machines. 
D.2.1. Standard support vector machines. D.2.2. v-support vector machines. D.2.3. Adaptive margin machines. 
D.3. Gaussian processes. D.4. Relevance vector machines. D.5. Fisher discriminants. D.6. Bayes point machines. 
List of symbols. References. Index. 
Smart Machines in Education. Edited by Kenneth D. Forbus and Paul J. Feltovich. The MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA. (2001). 483 pages. $37.95, /725.95. 
Contents: 
Introduction: The coming revolution in educational technology (Kenneth D. Forbus and Paul J. Feltovich). 
1. Representational and advisory guidance for students learning scientific inquiry (Dan Suthers, John Conelly, 
Alan Lesgold, Massimo Paolucci, Eva Erdosne Toth, Joe Toth and Arlene Weiner). 2. Motivation and failure in 
educational stimulation design (Roger Schank and Adam Neaman). 3. Technology support for complex problem 
solving: From SAD environments to AI (Gautam Biswas, Daniel Schwartz, John Bransford and The Teachable 
Agents Group at Vanderbilt). 4. Growth and maturity of intelligent tutoring systems: A status report (Beverly 
Park Woolf, Joseph Beck, Christopher Eliot and Mia Stern). 5. Cognitive tutors as modeling tools and instructional 
models (Kenneth R. Koedinger). 6. Evaluating tutors that listen: An overview of project LISTEN (Jack Mostow 
and Gregory Aist). 7. Articulate software for science and engineering education (Kenneth D. Forbus). 8. Animated 
pedagogical gents in knowledge-based l arning environments (James C. Lester, Charles B. Callaway, Jo~l P. 
Gr6goire, Gary D. Stelling, Stuart G. Towns and Luke S. Zettlemoyer). 9. Exploiting model-based reasoning in 
educational systems: Illuminating the learner modeling problem (Kees de Koning and Bert Bredeweg). 10. The 
case for considering cultural entailments and genres of attachment in the design of educational technologies (Lisa 
M. Bouillion and Louis M. Gomez). 11. Learners' (mis)understanding of important and difficult concepts: A 
challenge to smart machines (Paul J. Feltovich, Richard L. Coulson and Rand J. Spiro). 12. Building the right 
stuff: Some reflections on the CAETI program and the challenge of educational technology (Kirstie L. Bellman). 
Afterword: From this revolution to the next (Kenneth D. Forbus and Paul J. Feltovich). Bibliography. Index. 
Dynamical Coqnitive Science. By Lawrence M. Ward. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2002). 355 pages. $45.00. 
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Preface. 1. Magic, ritual, and dynamics. 1.1. Magic and ritual. 1.2. Dynamics. 2. Sequence. 2.1. The serial 
universe. 2.2. The problem of serial order in behavior. 2.3. Markovian analysis of behavior. 3. Rhythms of be- 
havior. 3.1. The dance of life. 3.2. Music and rhythm. 3.3. Rhythms in the brain. 4. Time. 4.1. Space-time. 
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models. 10.2. Stochastic models. 10.3. Do we need both? 11. Linear t ime series analysis. 11.1. T ime series and 
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els. 12.4. Ergodicity and the Markov property. 13. Stochastic models in physics. 13.1. The master equation. 
13.2. Quantum physics. 13.3. Complementar ity redux. 14. Noise. 14.1. What  is noise? 14.2. Probabilistic descrip- 
tion of noise. 14.3. Spectral properties of noise. 15. Colored noise. 15.1. The ubiquity of colored noise. 15.2. The 
vicissitudes of the exponent a. 15.3. Colored noise in living systems. 16 .1 / f  noise in human cognition. 16.1. Music 
and t ime perception. 16.2. Reaction time. 17. 1 / f  noise in the brain. 17.1. Neural activity. 17.2. Magnetoen- 
cephalogram recordings. 17.3. Electroencephalogram nd event-related potential recordings. 18. Models of 1 / f  
noise. 18.1. The simplest case. 18.2. Multiplicative noise. 18.3. Self-organized criticality. 18.4. Center-surround 
neural network. 19. Statistical theory of 1 / f  noise. 19.1. What  must  be explained. 19.2. Queuing in a wire. 
19.3. ARIMA (1, 0, 0). 19.4. Multifractals and wild self-affinity. 20. Stochastic resonance. 20.1. What  is stochastic 
resonance? 20.2. Stochastic resonance in a threshold etector. 21. Stochastic resonance and perception. 21.1. De- 
tection of weak signals by animals. 21.2 Neural networks. 23. Chaos. 23.1. Chaos is not what you think it is. 
23.2. What  chaos really is. 23.3. Phase space drawings and strange attractors. 24. Chaos and randomness. 24.1. A 
random walk through the logistic difference quation. 24.2. Dimensionality of an attractor. 24.3. Chaos and noise. 
25. Nonlinear t ime series analysis. 25.1. State space reconstruction. 25.2. Out-of-sample forecasting. 25.3. Surro- 
gate data. 26. Chaos in human behavior? 26.1. Could unexplained variance be chaos? 26.2. Nonlinear forecasting 
analysis of t ime estimation. 26.3. Nonlinear analysis of mental illness. 26.4. Memory and the logistic difference 
equation. 27. Chaos in the brain? 27.1. The smell of chaos. 27.2. Dimensionality of the electroencephalogram. 
27.3. Chaotic event-related potentials? 28. Perception of sequence. 28.1. The gambler's fallacy. 28.2. Estima- 
tion of short-run probabilities. 28.3. Evolution of contingency perception. 29. Can people behave randomly? 
29.1. No! 29.2. Sometimes. 29.3. Sequential dependencies and extrasensory perception. 30. Can people behave 
chaotically? 30.1. Yes! 30.2. Not really. 30.3. Heuristics and chaos. 31. Relaxation oscillators: A foundation for 
dynamical modeling. 31.1 A brief taxonomy of oscillators. 31.2. The vander Pol relaxation oscillator. 31.3. Noisy 
oscillators in the brain. 32. Evolution and ecology of cognition. 32.1. Evolution of cognition. 32.2. Ecology of 
cognition. 33. Dynamical cognitive neuroscience. 33.1. Brain imaging. 33.2. Brain dynamics. 33.3 Hybrid models. 
34. Dynamical computation. 34.1. Numerical methods. 34.2. Neural network models. 34.3. Exotic computers. 
35. Dynamical consciousness. 35.1. Consciousness. 35.2. Unity of science. References. Index. 
Learninq with Kernels: Support Vector Machines, Reqularization, Optimization, and Beyond. By Bernhard SchS1- 
kopf and Alexander J. Smola. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2002). 626 pages. $60.00. 
Contents: 
Series. Foreword. Preface. 1. A tutorial introduction. 1.1. Data representation and similarity. 1.2. A simple 
pattern recognition algorithm. 1.3. Some insights from statistical earning theory. 1.4. Hyperplane classifiers. 
1.5. Support vector classification. 1.6. Support vector regression. 1.7. Kernel principal component analysis. 
1,8. Empirical results and implementations. 
I. Concepts and tools. 2. Kernels. 2.1. Product features. 2.2. The representation f similarities in linear spaces. 
2.3. Examples and properties of kernels. 2.4. The representation f dissimilarities in linear spaces. 2.5. Summary. 
2.6. Problems. 3. Risk and loss functions. 3.1. Loss functions. 3.2. Test error and expected risk. 3.3. A statis- 
tical perspective. 3.4. Robust estimators. 3.5. Summary. 3.6. Problems. 4. Regularization. 4.1. The regularized 
risk functional. 4.2. The representer theorem. 4.3. Regularization operators. 4.4. Translation invariant kernels. 
4.5. Translation invariant kernels in higher dimensions. 4.6. Dot product kernels. 4.7. Mult i -output regulariza- 
tion. 4.8. Semiparametric regularization. 4.9, Coefficient based regularization. 4.10. Summary. 4.11. Problems. 
5. Elements of statistical earning theory. 5.1. Introduction. 5.2. The law of large numbers. 5.3. When does 
learning work: The question of consistency. 5.4. Uniform convergence and consistency. 5.5. How to derive a VC 
bound. 5.6. A model selection example. 5.7. Summary. 5.8. Problems. 6. Optimization. 6.1. Convex optimiza- 
tion. 6.2. Unconstrained problems. 6.3. Constrained problems. 6.4. Interior point methods. 6.5. Max imum search 
problems. 6.6. Summary. 6.7. Problems. 
II. Support vector machines. 7. Pattern recognition. 7.1. Separating hyperplanes. 7.2. The role of the mar- 
gin. 7.3. Optimal margin hyperplanes. 7.4. Nonlinear support vector classifiers. 7.5. Soft margin hyperplanes. 
7.6. Multi-class classification. 7.7. Variations on a theme. 7.8. Experiments. 7.9. Summary. 7.10. Problems. 
8. Single-class problems: Quanti le estimation and novelty detection. 8.1. Introduction. 8.2. A distr ibution's sup- 
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port and quantiles. 8.3. Algorithms. 8.4. Optimization. 8.5. Theory. 8.6. Discussion. 8.7. Experiments. 8.8. Sum- 
mary. 8.9. Problems. 9. Regression Estimation. 9.1. Linear regression with insensitive loss functions. 9.2. Dual 
problems. 9.3. v-SV regression. 9.4. Convex combinations and el-norms. 9.5. Parametric insensitivity models. 
9.6. Applications. 9.7. Summary. 9.8. Problems. 10. Implementation. 10.1. Tricks of the trade. 10.2. Sparse greedy 
matrix approximation. 10.3. Interior point algorithms. 10.4. Subset selection methods. 10.5. Sequential minimal 
optimization. 10.6. Iterative methods. 10.7. Summary. 10.8. Problems. 11. Incorporating variances. 11.1. Prior 
knowledge. 11.2. Transformation i variance. 11.3. The virtual SV method. 11.4. Constructing invariance kernels. 
11.5. The jittered SV method. 11.6. Summary. 11.7. Problems. 12. Learning theory revisited. 12.1. Concentration 
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Computational Methods and Experimental Measurements X Edited by Y. Villacampa Esteve, G.M. Carlomagno 
and C.A. Brebbia. WIT Press, Southampton. 1018 pages. $449.00. 
Contents: 
Section 1. Fluid dynamics. Steady and unsteady flow solutions using velocity singularities for fixed and oscillat- 
ing aerofoils and wings (D. Mateescu). Numerical simulation of a cylinder far wake (G. Sciortino, M.A. Boniforti 
and M. Morganti). Experimental nalysis of air bubble inside a centrifugal pump (A. Amoresano, G. Langella 
and C. Noviello). Flow and thermal characteristics of warm plane air jets (measurements and predictions using 
different k-c models) (T. TSrnstr5m, S. Amiri and B. Moshfegh). Unsteady transonic ascade flows and the ef- 
fects of turbulence models (Y. Noguchi, S.D. Allison and T. Shiratori). A new hybrid scheme for turbulent flow 
calculations (Y. Noguchi, M.A. Humayun and T. Shiratori). A comparison of turbulence models for an impinging 
jet in a crossflow (C. Diaz and J. Tso). Correction of the wall interference effects in wind tunnel experiments 
(G. Lombardi, M.V. Salvetti and M. Morelli). The gas curtain experimental technique and analysis methodologies 
(J. Kamm, W. Rider, P. Rightley, K. Prestridge, R. Benjamin and P. Vorobieff). NumericM and experimental 
investigation of top submerged gas injection system (Y.S. Morsi, W. Yang, D. Achim arid A. Acquadro). Numer- 
ical and experimental investigation of top submerged gas injection system (Y.W. Morsi, W. Yang, D. Achim and 
A. Acquadro). Nano-scale studies of the tensile properties of liquids in an atomic force microscope (P.R. Williams, 
N. Hilal, W.R. Bowen and M. Barrow). Numerical simulation of confined laminar flow over a backward-facing step 
using a novel viscous-splitting vortex algorithm (R.W. Barber and A. Fonty). Effects of non-reflecting boundary 
conditions on the convergence rate and the size of solution domain (S. Talebi and E. Shirani). The optimal control 
applied to diffusion-reaction models (M.J. Pujol and J.A. S~nchez and P. Grimalt). Flow visualisation, pressure 
measurements and CFD calculations on spike-tipped bodies (J. Srulijes, P. Gnenuni, K. Runne and F. Seller). 
Ship flow experimental database for RANSE codes validation (A. Olivieri, F. Pistani and R. Penna). Gener- 
alized equation predicts viscosity of heavy oil-solvent mixtnres (A. Miadonye and A.J. Britten). Experimental 
model for casting problems (T.A. Kowalewski, A. Cybulski and T. Sobiecki). Interaction of water waves with a 
submerged sphere in the ocean of finite depth: Numerical simulation and graphical visualization (M. Rahman 
and S. Iakovlev). Direct statistical comparison of hydrodynamic mixing experiments and simulations (W. Rider, 
J. Kamm, P. Rightley, K. Prestridge, R. Benjamin and P. Vorobieff). Experimental nd numerical study of shock 
wave propagation over cylinders and spheres (A. Abe, K. Takayalna nd K. Itoh). Effect of wave breaking in 
vertical diffusion coefficient (H. Kim and C. Jang). Evaluating the implementation f shallow water equations 
within numerical models focusing the propagation of dambreak waves (R. Liem, J. Schramm and J. KSngeter). 
Interactive ffect of shock wave with porous foam (K. Kitagawa, M. Kainuma, K. Takayama nd M. Yasuhara). 
Finite element analysis of transient unsaturated flow: Deterministic vs. stochastic approach (C.G. Aguirre and 
K. Haghighi). Application of a linear microphone array for noise source detection in the CIRA calibration tunnel 
#2 (A. Ragni, P. Jordan and J. Fitzpatrick). 
Section 2. Structural and stress analysis. Stress evaluation of conical rubber spring system (R.K. Luo, B. Ran- 
dell, W.X. Wu and W.J. Mortel). The application of finite element methods to the analysis of welded aircraft 
fuselage panels (A. Gibson and M. Price). A comparison of finite element buckling analysis predictions and 
experimental results for riveted aircraft fuselage panels (K. Kofl:i, A. Gibson and M. Price). Iterative experi- 
mental/numerical procedure to design riveted joints for airframe crashworthiness (B. Langrand, L. Patronelli and 
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crack under tensional longitudinal loads (M. Skrinar). Determination of damage material properties for the cal- 
culation of large rolling bearing carrying capacity (R. Kunc, I. Prebil, T. Rodic and J. Korelc). Experimental 
testing and numerical modelling of AM50A magnesium for structures ubjected to large deformation (W. A1- 
tenhof, M. Laframboise, J. Losher, A. Raczy and A. Alpas). Non-linear behaviour of thin-walled open section 
composite beams in lateral stability (M.Z. Kabir and S.H. Mousavi). Analysis of heat generation under plastic 
deformation, crack initiation and propagation (H. Sakamoto, J. Shi and D. Kumagal). Experimental investiga- 
tion on flexural behaviour of stainless teel beams (E. Real, E. Mirambell and I. Estrada). Crashworthiness of 
thin walled structures: Results of numerical analyses (G. Belloni, A. Girotti and A. Lo Conte). Impact dynamic 
behavior of the rigid impactor on the lead target (Y.S. Lee, K.H. Kang and S.K. Chung). Numerical simulation 
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normal and lightweight concrete (M. Yasar Kaltakci and M. Kamanli). New design method for PSC girder with 
incremental prestress (M.Y. Han, C. Lee and J.K. Kim). Localization of damages in concrete structures (L. Fr:~ba, 
M. Pirner and S. Urushadze). The interfacial transition zone in concrete; Experiment versus computer simulation 
(P. Stroeven). Rock bumps occurrence during mining (J. Vacek and P. Proch£zka). Application of coupled model- 
ing to slope stability assessment (P. Proch£zka nd J. Tr~kov~). Using experimental measures in elaboration and 
calibration of numerical models in geomechanics (J. Torafio, R. Rodriguez and A. Cuesta). Stochastic modelling 
in aeroelasticity (J. N£prstek). 
Section 3. Dynamics and vibrations. Retrofitting effects on the dynamic behaviour of S. Maria di Collemaggio 
(E. Antonacci, G.C. Beolchini, F. DiFabio and V. Gattulli). Experimental investigation of natural oscillations 
of space self-deployable frame structure (V.N. Zimin, I.M. Koloskov and V.E. Meshkovsky). Investigation of 
natural oscillations for self-deployable truss space antennae (V.N. Zimin, I.M. Koloskov, V.E. Meshkovsky and 
V.I. Usyukin). Simulation and experimental validation of the dynamic response of viscoplastic plates (M. Stoffel, 
R. Schmidt and D. Weichert). Two-dimensional transient shear wave propagation i viscoelastic cylindrical layered 
media (I. Abu-Alshaikh, D. Turhan and Y. Mengi). Hybrid methods combining computational methods and 
experimental measurements for dynamic fracture studies (T. Nishioka). The study and investigation ofoptimizing 
sensor location for crack detection (J. Bolosan, T. Oh, E. Elghandour and F. Kolkallah). Dynamic behavior 
of a damped spring-mass system subjected to regenerative and modulated forces (Z. Luo and S.G. Hutton). 
Experimental verification of the mathematical model of free-fall ifeboat launching kinematics (Z. Wisniewski). 
The use of sensitivity analysis for selection of decision variables in machine tool dynamic models identification 
(P. Gutowski and S. Berczyfiski). An improved method of approximating frequency characteristics in the problem 
of modal analysis and its applications (S. Berczyfiski, M. Lachowicz and M. Pajor). Diagnostics of machine tool 
load-carrying systems weak points with static respect o stiffness criterion (G. Szwengier, J. Skrodzewicz and 
D. Jastrz~bski). 
Section 4. Heat transfer. Modelling of heat and mass transfer in capillary-porous food products (D. Sterner, 
B. Sund@n and C. Skjbldebrand). The overall heat transfer characteristics of a double pipe heat exchanger: 
Comparison of experimental data with predictions of standard correlations (M.A. Mehrabian and M. Hemmat). 
Heat-up and drying of large wood particles (B. Peters). Experimental investigations on thermal, thermocapillary 
and forced convection in Czochralski crystal growth configuration (J. Aleksic, J.A. Szymczyk, A. Leder and 
T.A. Kowalewski). Computational versus experimental methods in laser processing of binary semiconducting 
systems (R. Cern:~ and P. P~ikryl). Frigichips testing for the heat flow measurements (V. Bah~l and S. Dubni~ka). 
Computational pproaches for heat conduction i  composite materials (M.E. Cruz). Theoretical nd experimental 
study on heat transfer behaviour in gun tubes using aerosil additive for surface erosion protection (F. Seiler, 
H. Peter, G. Mathieu and G. Zettler). A numerical and experimental investigation of the dynamic behavior of a 
heat pump (B. Pavkovi~ and I. Vili~i5). Internal shape factor of straight wires sheathed electrical heating elements 
(S. Lalot). Heat transfer measurements and predictions for a heated cylinder in gas-solid flows (S. Hassanein, 
M.F. Couterier and A.C.M. Sousa). Thermal balance of pulsed detonation engines (S. Eidelman, D. Sharov and 
D. Book). 
Section 5. Material characterisation. Mixed numerical-experimental techniques for the characterisation f 
anistropic solids through their vibrational behaviour: A review (W.P. De Wilde). The combination of numerical 
simulations and experiments in dynamic material research (P. Verleysen and J. Degrieck). A test for concrete frac- 
ture material model parameters (P. Re~icha). The transferability of fracture toughness characteristics from point 
a view of the integrity of components with defects (V. Koz£k and I. Dlouh~). Numerical analysis of composition 
effects on the ignition delay of polymeric omposites (Y. Zhou, A. Stevanovic, S. Mehta and A.C. Fernandez-Pello). 
Section 6. Data acquisition and processing. Numerical and experimental investigation ofheat and mass transfer 
of a concasting technology (F. Kavicka, J. Stetina, B. Sekanina, B. Ramik and V. Dobrovsk£). Filtering of 
experimental data at arbitrarily located points of planes and surfaces (S. Lukasiewicz, M. Stanuszek, R. Qian and 
M. Kaja). Synchronization a d control in small networks of chaotic electronic ircuits (A. Iglesias). Fitting 3D 
data points by extending the neural networks paradigm (A. Iglesias and A. G£1vez). Development of pressure 
sensitive paint technique (F. Ferrigno, A. Auletta and F. Scarano). Measurements of bottom pressures on planing 
craft (G.J. Grigoropoulos and D.P. Damala). Analysis of the wake of a ship model with a single screw propeller 
by means of LDV (M. Felli, A. Romano and G.P. Romano). 
Section 7. Computer interaction and control of experiments. Active control techniques ofstructural modes using 
piezoelectric a tuators (T. Akers, J. Bach, C. Ward, D. Wait, D. Biezad, E. Elghandour, F. Kolkailah and J. Tso). 
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Impact crash and simulation of timber beams (A.J.M. Leijten). Experimental errors in pseudodynamic test using 
conventional testing devices (C. Cuadra and J. Ogawa). Assessment of algorithmic and control sensitivities in
pseudodynamic testing (W. Algaard, N. Bi(~ani(~ and A. Agar). Damage resulting from a high-speed projectile 
impacting a liquid-filled metal tank (J.P. Borg, J.R. Cogar, S. Tredway, J. Yagla and M.Zwiener). Numerical and 
experimental evaluation of lateral torsional buckling of beams at elevated temperatures (P.A.G. Piloto, P.M.M. Vila 
Real and J.-M. Franssen). Analysis of wave propagation i waveguides by FEM via eigenvalue problem (I. Spacapan 
and M. Premrov). 
Section 8. Electrical and electromagnetic applications. Examples of magnetic field calculations in indoor 
distribution substations (T. Keikko, S. Kuusiluoma, M. Suojanen, P. Menonen and L. Korpinen). The effect of 
trees on calculation of electric fields near 400 kV transmission li es (M. Suojanen, C. Lederle, R. Helm, T. Keikko, 
S. Kuusiluoma nd L. Korpinen). 
Section 9. Computational nd analytical methods. Transmission loss assessment by integrated FEM-BEM 
methodology (C. Call, R. Citarella and A. Galasso). The combination of adaptive-grid redistribution and embed- 
ding methods (M. Ameri and E. Shirani). Preliminary study of web scouts/foragers fora bioinformatic application: 
A parallel approach (R.L. Walker). Generalization ofa reduced Trefftz-type approach--Quadrilateral pl te bend- 
ing elements (S. Abo Diab). The Volterra-Kostitzin tegro-differential model of population dynamics olved 
by the decomposition method (Adomian) (C. Bordehore, A. Paseual and P. Grimalt). On numerical analytical 
methods for solving boundary-value problems of continua based on invariant solutions of the basic equations 
of mathematical physics (G.V. Druzhinin, I.M. Zakirov and N.M. Bodunov). An adaptive simulated annealing 
algorithm for job shop scheduling problems (S. Zolfaghari and N. Azizi). Index of authors. 
Movinq Boundaries VI: Computational ModeUinq of Free and Movinq Boundary Problems. Edited by B. Sarler 
and C.A. Brebbia. WIT Press, Southampton. (2001). 252 pages. $144.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Section 1. Phase change. Simulation and control of industrial crystal growth of BaF2 (A. Voigt, 
B.-G. Wang, K.-H. Hoffmann and D. Wulff-Motder). Parallel computation for moving boundaries in ceramic grain 
growth (G.L. Ji, Z.X. Xiong, X. Fang, Z.C. Zeng and X.H. Yang). Application of the artificial heat sources method 
for numerical modelling of continuous casting (B. Mochnacki and J.S. Suchy). The optimization of coneasting 
using two numerical models (F. Kavicka, K. Stransky, J. Stetina, V. Dobrovska nd E. Dobrovska). Numerical 
calculations of the heat -transfer coefficient during solidification of alloys (R. Grzymkowski and D. Slota). Wave 
regimes of the vapour film condensation (A.M. Brener and L. Tashimov). 
Section 2. Free surface flow. Transient dynamics of containers partially filled with liquid (J. Gerrits and 
A.E.P. Veldman). Moving coordinates methods and applications to the oscillations of a falling slender body 
(J.Y. Huang). Development of numerical simulator for a bubble behavior driven by Marangoni convection in 
viscous fluid under micro gravity (S. Nagasawa, W. Nomura, Y. Miyata and Y. Fukuzawa). Dynamic analysis of 
the free surface of magnetic fluid by the complex magnetic field and fluid velocity (Y. Mizuta). The modeling of 
dough mixing with free surfaces in two and three dimensions (M.F. Webster, D. Ding and K.S. Sujatha). 
Section 3. Numerical methods. A polygon-free numerical solution of steady natural convection i  solid-liquid 
systems (J. Perko, C.S. Chen and B. Sarler). Moving boundaries in solid state aluminimn alloys (W. vanTill, 
C. Vuik and S. vander Zwaag). 2D solidification and melting model using FEM and adaptive meshing (Y. Du 
Terrail Couvat, A. Gagnoud and M. Anderhuber). A volume of fluid (VOF) method for handling solid objects using 
fixed Cartesian grids (D. LSrstad and L. Fuehs). Numerical modelling of biological tissue freezing (E. Majchrzak). 
Investigation of numerical wave channel concerning absorbing boundary (R.S. Shih, C.R. Chou and W.Y. Han). 
A combined omain and integral techniques to solve planar oxidation problem (S.G. Ahmed). Thermal numerical 
simulation of the laminar construction of RCC dams (S.R. Sabbagh Yazdi and A.R. Bagheri). 
Section 4. Special interface problems. Unsteady mass transfer in single drop systems with interfacial mobility 
(A. Paschedag, W.H. Piarah, K. Schulze and M. Kraume). On the action of Boussinesq forces at a precompressed 
elastic interface (A.P.S. Selvadurai). Flow past multiple connected plates (J.C. Bruch, Jr.). 
Section 5. Fracture and contact problems. A new appraisal technique for stability of tunnel face (F. Proch£zka). 
Moving grain boundaries inpolycrystals (M. Brocato, P. Tamagny and A. Ehrlacher). A method for determination 
of stress distributions in the process zone ahead of a 2D crack (A.N. Galybin). Index of authors. 
Hiqhly Parallel Computations: Alqorithms and Applications Edited by M.P. Bekakos. Southampton, U.K. (2001). 
433 pages. $245.00. 
Contents: 
Foreword. Preface. Acknowledgements. Section I. General-purpose parallel computing and metacomputing. 
1. Cluster computing with message passing interface (D.J. Evans and M.Y. Saman). 2. Scheduling UET grids 
with unit communication time delays into unbounded/fixed number of processors (P. Tsanakas, T. Andronikos, 
N. Koziris and G. Papakonstantinou). 3. Metacomputing: Technology and applications. 
Section II. Special parallel architectures and systolic application case studies. 4. Architectural design of array 
processors for multi-dimensional discrete fourier transform iS. Sedukhin and S. Peng). 5. Massive parallel pro- 
cessing for matrix multiplication: A systolic approach (D.J. Evans and C.R. Wan). 6. Hexagonal systolic arrays 
for matrix multiplication (M.P. Bekakos, I.Z. Milovanovi(~, T.I/, Toki~ and M.K. StojSev). 7. Systolic block-Jacobi 
SVD algorithm for processor meshes (G. Okra and M. Vajter~ie). 8. An introduction to processor-time-optimal 
systolic arrays (P. Cappello, -.- E~ecio~lu and C. Scheiman). 9. Hyper-systolic algorithms with appplications in
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I2. Self-organised volutionary neural networks: Algorithms and applications (S.D. Likothanassis and E.F. Geor- 
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periment. 4.1. The Baker experiment. 4 2. Of mice and men. 5. The puzzle resolved. 6. Marilyn vos Savant meets 
Rescorla and Wagner. 6.1. Introduction. 6.2. Conditional dependence and the Monte Hall game. 6.3. Testing 
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The case of backward blocking. 9.1. Backward blocking. 9.2. Experiments. 9,3. Backward blocking does not hold 
in all models. 9.4. Backward blocking holds for Cheng models. 9.5. General considerations. 9.6. Backward blocking 
in the Cheng model and inference from frequencies. III. Inference and explanation i cognitive neuropsychology. 
10. Cognitive parts: From Freud to Farah. 10.1. Parts, beliefs, and habits: Classical neuropsychology. 10.2. The 
connectionist alternative. 10.3. Preud. 10.4. Farah. 10.5. Issues. 11. Inference to cognitive architecture from 
individual case studies. 11.1. The issues. 11.2. Theories as functional diagrams and graphs. 11.3. Formalities. 
11.4. Discovery problems and success. 11.5. An illustration. 11.6. Complications. 11.7. Resource/PDP models. 
12. Group data in cognitive neuropsychology. 12.1. Introduction. 12.2. An inexhaustive r view. 12.3. Prob- 
lems of discovery from frequencies with deterministic nput/output behavior. 12.4. Problems of discovery with 
indeterministic input/output relations. 13. The explanatory power of lesioning neural nets. 13.1. Introduction. 
13.2. Networks and graphs. 13.3. Feedforward networks as Bayes nets. 13.4. Feedforward networks with unob- 
served nodes. 13.5. Hidden nodes. 13.6. Recurrent networks. 13.7. Implications. IV. Psychometrics and social 
psychology. 14. Social statistics and genuine inquiry: The case of the bell burve. 14.1. Introduction. 14.2. Varieties 
of pseudoscience. 14.3. Inquiry and discovery. 14.4. The bell curve. 14.5. Factor analysis. 14.6. Regression and 
discovery. 14.7. The problems of causal inference. 14.8. Projects and attitudes. Notes. References. Index. 
Turinq's Connectionism: An Investiqation of Neural Network Architectures. By Christof Teuscher. Springer, 
New York. (2002). 200 pages. $79.95, sFr 147.66, GBP 49.00. 
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